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FURTHER INTO MINE
CONTROL MARKET

A breakthrough installation of advanced machine
control technology at one of the world’s biggest
bauxite mines has repositioned Western Australiabased Murray Engineering in the fast-growing mobilefleet management and optimisation market.
The company’s automation & control systems
manager, George Priest says the introduction
of Murray’s tele-remote control solution at the
major bauxite operation in WA’s south-west has
“future proofed” vital overburden removal activity
performed with a 180-tonne dozer, believed to be
one of the largest commercially available dozers
in the world. The operation relies on dozer remote
control to keep operators safe and ultimately
maximise the productivity of the waste mining
activity.
Dozers are used effectively across mines producing
tens of millions of tonnes per annum of bauxite to rip
caprock up to 2.5m deep that overlays the bauxite in
most areas. The mining company has been using the
method for some time rather than drilling
and blasting the hard caprock,
with the dozers also
able to
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perform rehabilitation work.
Getting operators off the dozers eliminated health
and safety issues related to continuous exposure
of machine drivers to the harsh ripping activity and
conditions.
Priest says the customer needed a remote control
solution tailored to suit the demanding application.
Murray Engineering’s vehicle-mounted Tele-op
System operator station replicates the functionality of
the dozer cab.
The full system also features four IP cameras and
microphone sound detection running off a Wi-Fi
communications network. Geo-fencing
contains the remotely controlled
dozer in a designated
area.
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A customised touchscreen
user interface and controls
ensures a seamless transition
for the operator between
the dozer cab and tele-op
station. Priest says the user
interface features J1939
telemetry, engine data,
geo-fencing status and
alerts, three video displays,
and machine functionality
control.
Fail-to-safe laser protection
interfaced to the teleremote system scans and
monitors the area between
the active dozer and the
tele-op station to ensure the
machine is always at least
8m from the control area.
Priest says user feedback since the December 2018
commissioning of the system, and operator training,
has been extremely positive. “Many of the operators
have said having technology at their fingertips that is
easy to use is extremely unusual,” he says.
“We were viewed by the customer as a partner rather
than a supplier, one that shared the ultimate vision of
increasing production and protecting the operator
from machine-to-human interaction while operating
the dozer on remote control.
“This deployment is very important for Murray.
“It has given us the opportunity to demonstrate our
full capabilities in this area – interfacing different
technologies that has not been done before, such as
laser protection systems, collision avoidance systems
and the geo-fencing solution, which we incorporated
into a user-friendly touch screen user interface.”
Priest says the versatility and scalability of the Murray
Tele-op System is important for the future.
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“We can provide a future proof system because
we control the manufacture of all remote control
components and circuit boards in-house with our
partner Hard-Line Solutions,” he says.
“Murray Engineering utilised Cisco digital
communication equipment which is non-proprietary
and LTE-ready, which the customer requested. “We
have developed the software with expandability
in mind and that was critical to the award of the
project.
“We can seamlessly add safety and fatigue
monitoring systems, or integrate with a fleet
management system, and this is probably inevitable
in future because of the importance of the dozer
operation and plans for its use over the next 10 years
and beyond.”
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PLAYGROUP CENTRE
PROJECT REBUILDS TRUST

MURRAY BACKS SHALOM
HOUSE ‘RULES’
Shalom House founder Peter Lyndon-James doesn’t
spare details when talking about his past life and
nor does the organisation he founded veer from
the course it sets recovering drug addicts and
others living and working under the ‘house rules’.
The completely self-funded West Australian Shalom
Group (WASG) eschews government money but has
won some support from individuals and businesses
that include Murray Engineering.
Murray managing director Craig Lindsay-Rae says
many aspects of the WASG programme have appeal
to him personally, and the company he heads, which
sits among Western Australia’s significant mining
services groups and employers. It is also part of the
Byrnecut Group which is one of Australia’s major
privately-owned mining services organisations.
Shalom House has been described as Australia’s
strictest rehab centre and is known for the ‘tough
love’ given to participants. But it’s also known
for the lives it has helped turn
around.
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“Our company is built on hundreds of families and like
many others will be affected in some way or another
by the scourge of illicit substance abuse,” LindsayRae says.
“This is a problem that seeps into every level of
society if unchecked and threatens the very bastion
of society, the family.
“As such we have a duty to play our part in
educating and assisting our staff and families to help
eradicate this problem as far as is possible.”
Lyndon-James started the Shalom House men’s
residential rehabilitation centre, about 20km
east of Perth in the Swan Valley area,
in 2012.
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His story, told via the Australian Broadcasting Corp’s
(ABC) Australian Story, of an ice addict from a
broken home who for 26 years was “captive” to
drugs and a life of serious crime, put the centre and
its focus on “holistic rehabilitation” on the map.
Lyndon James says the programme aims to
address all areas of a resident’s life, from finances,
relationships, heart issues, employment, education
and training for the future, and has helped men
dealing with life-controlling issues other than drug
or alcohol addiction, such as anxiety or emotional
trauma.
Expansion of the original Shalom House has seen
the programme cater for up to 140 residents and
now a number of families at 10 properties, all staffed
by qualified and trained people. WASG today has
more than 70 paid staff members and “an army of
volunteers”.
“My whole life all I ever wanted was to be normal.
What I mean by normal is living with mum and dad,
going to one school, going on family holidays and
picnics, even playing sports and all the stuff that
people take for granted,” Lyndon-James says.
After release from jail “for the last time” in 2001, he
says he decided to “abandon his old life and start
doing what he knew was right”, a process that took
dedication and patience.
The house he bought in 2012 became a place for
Lyndon-James to impart what he learned in that 10year reformation phase, and before, and to “teach,
mentor and counsel the men, showing them how to
break the chains that held them captive and making
the right choices to restore their lives and the lives of
their families”.
Shalom Works, a maintenance business, provides
residents with work outlets and training avenues.
“We endeavour to impart skills that will help them
throughout their lives and in their work places,”
Lyndon-James says. “We encourage interpersonal
skills, effective communication, good moral and work
ethic, personal responsibility and even prepare the
men physically and mentally for a hard
day’s work, conditioning them
over time to be able
to achieve
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any task.”
The self-funded, not-for-profit Shalom House that
“does our best to teach our fellas to work for
everything they achieve in life” doesn’t ask for grants
or government assistance of any kind. The Works arm
also takes on charity and volunteer work.
Murray Engineering’s Lindsay-Rae says a
rehabilitation programme run without government
funding and by ex-addicts runs the gauntlet of
current political correctness and social norms, but
clearly gets results. “It means the programmes really
work in practice and are not political dictation
based on some theory or another,” he says.
“We heard about Shalom House through various
media – not all of it complimentary because the
programme is based on high levels of discipline and,
again, it cuts across the present norm of political
correctness.
“We invited Peter to present at our company as we
are highly focused on employee health and wanted
to ensure we had a medium for employees who
might be battling addictions or have family members
with addictions.
“Mainline media don’t seem to understand the
peripheral effect of addictions on families and
communities. Following that presentation by Peter
and subsequent anonymous communication with
him by affected employees, we felt that this was a
programme that worked and that our people could
relate to.
“It’s a programme that certainly deserves private
funding support from groups such as ours so that it
can grow and flourish.”

Shalom House Founder,
Peter Lyndon James
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MURRAY MOULDS MAKO
MINING SOLUTION
Development of a high-pressure water pumping and
delivery system for a modified underground mine
shotcreting unit has delivered significant operating
benefits for a long-term Murray Engineering customer,
opening up a channel for future delivery of similar
custom projects.
Murray Engineering, a leading mechanical and
electrical engineering firm based in Western Australia,
worked with Mako Mining to overcome technical
challenges around the use of a standard Normet
Spraymec machine to remove muck hung-up in flatdipping production stopes at a WA nickel mine.
The low-volume, low-pressure water line gave the unit
an effective reach of about 10m, which generally
left operators working too close to the stope brow.
The stope washdown method was also regarded as
being inefficient, and could negatively affect
ore recovery.
Murray designed an on board, 3,000-litre tank to be
accommodated on the Spraymec unit. With the
Bondioli MF341B3G6 fixed displacement hydraulic
motor and high-pressure (100 x 65-250 iso sov) water
pump, application line and nozzle, the unit can
deliver up to 2,000l a minute at 150psi.
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Remote control operation
allows people to
be kept

well back from the stope during scouring.
So the safety and productivity of the operation
has been significantly enhanced.
Murray mechanical manager Shane Dunn says the
application has been very successful, leading to
custom design and commissioning of a second unit
deployed to a mine in Queensland.
“It’s a good demonstration of our flexibility to work
with customers to solve problems and meet technical
challenges they’re always encountering due to the
variability in conditions in mines,” Dunn says.
“We used the Normet machine as the carrier for
the new tank, pump and applicator configuration,
and did all the engineering and fabrication
independently.
“It’s a lot simpler system, and is better priced than
other options in the market.”
Mako Mining (www.makomining.com) describes itself
as a narrow-vein focussed mining contractor with
highly experienced personnel and an equipment
fleet well matched to the work it has been
undertaking for clients Australia-wide for many
years. In that time it has built an enviable
safety record.
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MURRAY BUILDS BIG
PUMP-SET PIPELINE
The outstanding success in the field of Murray
Engineering Pump Sets (MEPS) built around new
helical rotor and heavy-duty centrifugal underground
mine pumps has created an unusual dilemma for
veteran industry leader, Greg Pratt.
Pratt, who has been in a number of senior
management positions with leading water and
wastewater pumping companies supplying to the
mining industry over the past 30-plus years, heads the
expanding pumping division at Western Australiaheadquartered Murray Engineering. He’s sold some
of the world’s top pump brands over his long career
but wasn’t quite prepared for the results of early
installations of the MEPS dewatering units at
WA mines.
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“The first MEPS
units –

both the helical rotor and the heavy duty centrifugal
– were installed underground at different sites in late
2017,”Pratt says.
“The centrifugal MEPS at a leading Goldfields mine
have been pumping a very aggressive and salty
water. In fact some say the water can be as much
as 25-27 times saltier than sea water. People on site
are extremely impressed with the performance
of these pumps. The extended life
of these pumps is proving
to be far superior
than
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other brands of helical rotor pumps.
“To date not a spanner has been put to either of the
MEPS installed at the mine and pumps and parts are
still in stock on site as they have had no need to use
them.”
Murray Engineering worked with Byrnecut Group
on the design of the underground pump stations.
Byrnecut is one of the world’s leading underground
mining contract services companies with operations
throughout Australia and offshore.
Pratt says the helical rotor and centrifugal pumps
provided value and performance advantages over
popular, traditionally used products.
But service and spare parts after-market activity
might be thin on the ground if early indications are a
reliable guide to the future.
“When we first installed both the new MEPS back in
late 2017 we supplied back-up pumps and spares
as the pumps were new to the underground mining
market,” Pratt says.
“They haven’t put a spanner to either MEPS, which is
quite remarkable in my experience.
“Both the helical rotor and the heavy-duty centrifugal
pumps are very well designed and clearly are going
to last a lot longer than the products that have
typically been used at mines in the past.
“Both pumps bring some different features to the
market.
“For example, the MEPS helical rotor pump runs
slower than other helical rotor pump brands to deliver
the same flow. Generally speaking if you run a pump
slower you’re going to get an extended life.
“They have sealed-for-life bearings so you don’t have
to keep greasing the bearings all the time, which is
another huge advantage.
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“They also come fitted standard
with a mechanical seal,
so your fitters
are

not going underground every day checking to see if
the gland packing has worn or leaking, and to check
the bearings.
“So there is a huge maintenance saving on them.”
The 55-90kW helical rotor MEPS supplied so far have
been set up to achieve 20 litres-per-second duties
on dirty mine water (up to 5% solids) with heads of
180-240m. Centrifugal units with 90-110kW motors are
transferring 38-48 litres/second in harsher mine-water
(including mild slurry) duties, with heads typically 140160m.
Pratt says the helical rotors are available in wear and
corrosion resistant materials to suit very abrasive and
corrosive applications.
The MEPS with helical rotor pump has been designed
and built to “drop into” different site footprints
without any need for pipework modifications.
Murray Engineering is typically supplying the units
skid-mounted with hoppers, inspection ladders and
platforms, pipework, flow meters and valves.
A number of MEPS stations have been supplied in
Australia and internationally, and Murray Engineering
has a solid order pipeline.
“The take-up so far has been very good,” Pratt says.
“We think when the market gets wind of the
performance and maintenance benefits of both the
helical rotor and centrifugal pumps compared with
some of the incumbents we’re going to be even
busier supplying these MEPS pump stations.”

